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MILLION-MAN MARCH ON DC by Robert Denham

Saturday, September 12th, 2009.

Nearly 2 million patriots converged on Washington, DC, to protest over-the-top spending, the undermining of the

Constitution, and the Socialization of America. What a wonderful day it was.

A policeman told a friend that they had been told to expect about 50,000; well, that explains the shortage of Port-A-Jons

and trash cans!

The officer said that they see rallies/protests nearly every day, but this was different. This was a record.

History in the making…..and I was there.

Our buses left Wheeling at 4:20 AM, and arrived in DC around 10-10:30, or so.

Perfect weather; moderately overcast, so no sun pounding down; temperature was just warm enough that you didn’t need a

jacket, but not too warm.

There was a light, pleasant breeze which, I noted, kept the thousands of flags stirring admirably.

We left the buses and moved with the other patriots, to begin the march down the street to the Capitol Building.

So many patriots were there, already. 

The streets were overflowing with smiling participants, all carrying signs and flags, and dressed in appropriately patriotic

attire. Some were in Colonial and Frontier-era costume.

Our group had a large flag from the sovereign state of WV, carried not only to inform the powers-that-be that we were

there, but to more easily facilitate our sticking together in the colossal crowd.

We moved down the street to chants of "Let's gooo, Mountaineeeeers!" which of course, had dual meanings; WVU, after

all, was playing that day, too.

I‘m telling you, if anyone hears any number under a million participants, just don't you believe it. Not at all. The crowd

was so large. I cannot properly convey the size, only to say it was overwhelming; it went on and on. We had that city

virtually shut down for a while, there. Traffic was stopped on side streets, for blocks.

But, it was very orderly, self-controlled, and respectful. 

My group set up about a quarter-mile back on the National Mall, from the Capitol Building, and the crowd stretched before

us; people were shoulder-to-shoulder, elbow-to-elbow; I've never seen such a mass of humanity in one place.

And there were still people packing in, hundreds of yards behind us!

I walked up toward the Capitol Building to try to locate some friends; it took me about 20 minutes or so to thread through

those seated around the Reflecting Pool. Ultimately, I was unable to get through the crowd, onto the Capitol grounds.

As our group was marching toward the Capitol with the rest of the "angry mob", a guy standing on a flower planter,

filming it all, told us there had to be "at least a million people".

"They've been coming down (the street) for hours, and already filled up the grounds at the Capitol," he said, “and they're

still coming down the street behind you."

This was well before noon; and indeed, long into the afternoon, we could look back and STILL see people straggling in,

coming down and filling in on the Mall behind us.

I understand that it was packed almost to the  Washington Monument ; that’s over a mile, understand.

The last words my wife said to me as I left the house were, “don’t get arrested”.
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I laughed and replied “conservatives don’t get arrested; liberals get arrested”.

For my part, I saw not one participant being disorderly or rowdy; at least, not enough to be arrested, anyway.

Of course, this wasn't true of the opposition; there were a few people there who tried to agitate the rest of us; I, personally,

saw one guy with a bullhorn, and another in a black "9/11 was a NeoCon Setup" t-shirt, both shouting standard liberal

rhetoric and obscenities at us "Nazis", but they failed.

We ignored "NeoCon" Guy altogether, and, just for fun, shouted down Bullhorn Guy, with cheers of "USA! USA!"

I was once, however, urged along during the march. Carried along by the crowd and by my own enthusiasm, I did get

separated from my group, and stopped for a slightly panicky moment, looking around for our flag, or for a familiar face.

Not seeing either, I stepped up onto the curb, seeking a better look.

A couple in bright yellow "Freedom Works" t-shirts approached me and informed that I had to stay "in the street"; seems

we didn't have a permit to stand on the sidewalk. I had to get off the sidewalk, or chance a fine. Luckily, I'd glanced up the

street before I had to step back down into the gutter, and had seen our flag, way up the street. I had to re-walk about

another 200 yards.

You know, I’m an American citizen. Our taxes pay for virtually everything that goes on in that city; I shouldn't need a

permit to stand on the sidewalk there, for any reason.

Also, speaking of fines, we left almost no litter on the Mall; Obama’s environmentally-obsessed hordes, however, left tons

of trash behind, after his January inauguration.  Different kind of crowd, I guess.

I was pleasantly shocked at how very many young people I saw there; and, actually at the numbers of blacks, too. Take that

however you will, I suppose.

There is Hope, after all; people are coming to their senses. 

So many different signs, and most handmade, makeshift; one teenager had a large sign on which was scrawled “I Owe You

How Much?!”

Another had the infamous “Obama/Joker image, along with an unflattering, Photoshopped image of a wide-eyed Nancy 

Pelosi with green hair, white face and red lips. Under the pictures, was written “Every Deck Has Two Jokers”.

One of the best I saw, though, was a parody of the multi-colored Obama “Change” poster; it was a picture of Ronald 

Reagan, done up in the same fashion, but it said “Change Back”.

I have to admit; I did see one swastika. It was cleverly painted into a crossed-out Obama “O”, and it said, “I don’t like

Fascism, Mr. President”; obviously, designed to toss a raspberry at the desperate, scrambling propaganda the Democrats

have embraced.

That's probably what Nancy Pineapple was referring to, anyway, when she referenced “people bringing swastikas to town

hall meetings”. She just, typically, avoided “that part”.

But….it’s official; as I was coming back from the restroom, I passed a young black guy standing on the corner. He looked

around, pursed his lips in distaste, shook his head and said “Ain’t nuthin’ but a mob, man; straight up! Nuthin’ but a

mob….”

So, there you have it, that officially validated it….we’re a mob. No mayhem, no vandalism, no fights, no trashing the

place….but we’re a rampaging mob, nonetheless.

All we have to do is show up in opposition to the will of The One.

Another black woman I passed asked us if we didn’t have “anything better to do with our time”.

No, actually; there was no better way to spend that day, than standing up for the greatness the Founders of this country

created. I was proud to do so, and was equally proud of the 2 million around me.

At around 1:00 or so, someone said they heard that the National Park Service estimate at that time was 1.2 million in

attendance. 

Sometime later, someone at ABC News slipped up and gave the count as 1.5 million. Somebody must’ve gotten called on

the carpet for that one, because later, on the bus home, I checked online. I saw that they'd dropped that number to between

60,000-70,000. That’s a big drop.

ABC, as I said, "officially" called it at 60,000-70,000; I understand CNN initially said 30,000; NBC, along with the AP,

said "tens of thousands"; CBS said, simply, "thousands". Even conservative FOX gave no actual number I could find in

their online treatment. 

The New York Times, I heard, called it at 500. Yes; apparently, the Newspaper of Liberal Record called it at 5-0-0. No

wonder nobody reads that fish-wrapper anymore.

The London Daily-Mail, however, along with other European papers, said there were approximately 2 million in

attendance. 

As one who was there, I can say that this number, from my standpoint, is much, much, closer. Much closer.

It's a shame when Americans have to count on foreign press for the Truth.

Welcome to America under Obamunism.....

I think we owe Obama a big thank you, however; his presidency has been the greatest boon to American conservatism
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since Reagan; especially the grassroots variety.

From a statistical standpoint, each and every one of the 2 million there stood for hundreds or even thousand more, who

couldn’t attend, but wanted to.

For these, hundreds of Tax Tea Parties were held across the country.

It matters little, really, what half-truths, denials and outright lies the liberal mass media concoct about that day.

Our “President”, Congressmen and Senators will know the truth.

Millions came in controlled outrage; untold numbers more supported us. And that, in the long, dark, lonely watches of the

night, is what will matter.

What a wonderful day it was; millions of angry, patriotic Americans--respectfully--standing their ground against

unwanted, unneeded Change. Celebrating the American Spirit and honest, decent patriotism.

I made some good acquaintances there, and it was a thrill to be a part of it. I didn’t want it to end; I really didn't. 

God Bless America folks....God Bless America. 

IMPACT OF THE HEALTH CARE BILL  by Robert Williams

As I began reading HR 3200, the Health Care Bill,  one thing became abundantly clear.  If most of it becomes legislation

the impact on Americans and our culture will be a major change away from individuals having the power to make

decisions about their own health and the health of their loved ones.  Instead,  that most intimate of liberties will pass into

the hands of government bureaucrats.  Once there, such power to control individuals will be very hard to reverse because

as human history has proven, power is addictive and absolute power is absolutely addictive.  In one vast blow, we

Americans will have lost our country 

and the soul of freedom that founded the most hopeful experiment of humanity.  That is my considered opinion.

But there are kindly citizens who believe otherwise.  They do not fear government takeover because they seem to sincerely

believe that our current healthcare system is inhumane, and they choose to ignore the demonstrated drawbacks of

government controlled health care in other countries because they have utopian ideals about equity that override or blind

them to the tremendous loss of personal liberty involved in handing over control of one's body to an elitist, authoritarian

style of government.  Such citizens don't seem to mind being treated as unthinking, and incapable of their own decisions. 

As  Heather Higgens (chairman of  the Independent Women's Forum of the Wall Street Journal ) so aptly put it, "---(We

would be)  interchangeable widgets for whom rules should be fashioned and enforced based on age, or quality of life, or

some other metric".

And there are well-meaning doctors who don't seem to mind the extra risks that would be imposed on them by the

government penalties for going astray from the detailed rules that would be set up by bureaucrats for the justification of

each medical test and each prescription and each procedure regardless of doctor or patient judgment and desire.  These

doctors don't seem to realize that the bureaucrats would be in effect actually usurping the practice of medicine itself.

Then there are of course the powerful and rich special interest groups involved in promoting HR 3200.  These include

unions and political parties and political action committees, some medical societies, some retiree organizations, etc. etc. 

These powerful groups as together with the well-meaning doctors and citizens mentioned above are arrayed against a

minority of grass-roots protesters like myself with almost no power and very little funding.  It therefor looks at present like

I and those who agree with me are fighting an uphill battle,  but so was George Washington and his valiant little band of

rebels.  They didn't give up and we shouldn't either.

One thing the opposition is quick to point out is that if we don't like their plan we should propose something better.  Well,

it is my understanding the Republicans have submitted several alternate plans that have been ignored.  Here is my own

humble attempt to do formulate a better plan than HR3200.  I'm sure mys suggestions are too generalized and need more

work,  but my initial effort has some basic saving grace in that it promotes individual control while covering everyone and

is not one thousand pages long.

MY COUNTER-PLAN

I agree the current system needs some fixes.  Here is what I would like to see done instead of HR3200.

I want patient choice and I want medical tort reform.  I don't want either insurance companies or government bureaucrats
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owning my body or the bodies of my children and grand children.  When I was in the military service the government

owned my body and that was OK because I understood it was necessary for me to be an effective defender of my family

and nation.  But if government owns civilian bodies then it literally controls citizens' lives as much as any tyrant.   I

genuinely fear that once the government got that kind of power it would be very very difficult to change.

I don't want the high cost of medical liability insurance passed on to the patient just because lawyers refuse to institute tort

reform.  If congress genuinely wants to help with tax dollars they should stop punishing Americans who buy their own

plan by forcing them to purchase their care with after-tax dollars, making it more expensive than employer-provided care.

Individuals should be able to take their employer's plan, or turn it down and select insurance of their own choosing without

any tax penalty.

Pre-existing conditions that are considered "high risk" by insurance companies could be covered by "high risk" pools set

up by States to spread the cost of chronic care.  Some States already do this. As far as covering those who really cannot

afford any plan,  Emergency Rooms already take patients regardless of ability to pay.  Of course not everything can be

solved in an E.R.  So the gap could be filled with a health-care voucher provided by the government to every legal

immigrant or citizen that meets an economic test and is willing to sign a contract allowing periodic review of economic

status.  Vouchers would allow the patient to choose the doctor and/or hospital and the nature of the care.

No bureaucrats. No czars. No mandates. No penalties.  No government owning of everyone's bodies.  No dictatorship.  Just

free choice and coverage for every American.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SNAKE IN THE GRASS?  YOU DECIDE  reported by Robert Williams

MY NOTE:  Tom Tigue, our APC Hawaii Chapter president, sent me some noteworthy remarks that his friend Sean

Wilson passed to him recently concerning a summary of the speech that Dr. Charles Krauthhammer made to the Center for

the American Experiment.  Introductory remarks about Krauthhammer were included as follows:

"Dr. Krauthammer is on Fox News . He is an M.D. and a lawyer and is paralyzed from the neck down.  A friend (of the

Summary author below) went to hear Charles Krauthammer. He listened with 25 others in a closed room. What he says

here, is NOT 2nd-hand but 1st.  The ramifications are staggering for us, our children and their children.   Dr. Charles

Krauthammer is a brilliant intellectual, seasoned & articulate. He is forthright and careful in his analysis, and never resorts

to emotions or personal insults. He is NOT a fear monger nor an extremist in his comments and views . He is a fiscal

conservative, and has received a Pulitzer Prize for writing. He is a frequent contributor to Fox News and writes weekly for

the Washington Post.  The entire room was held spellbound during his talk. I have summarized his comments, as we are

living in uncharted waters economically and internationally.  Even 2 Dems at my table agreed with everything he said! If

you feel like forwarding this to those who are open minded and have not drunk the Kool-Aid, feel free". 

                 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  Summary of  Dr. Krauthhammer's comments ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

  

                     1. Mr. Obama is a very intellectual, charming individual. He is not to be underestimated. He is a cool

customer who doesn't show his emotions. It's very hard to know what's behind the mask. The taking down of the Clinton

dynasty was an amazing accomplishment. The Clintons still do not understand what hit them. Obama was in the perfect

place at the perfect time. 

                     2. Obama has political skills comparable to Reagan and Clinton . He has a way of making you think he's on

your side, agreeing with your position, while doing the opposite. Pay no attention to what he SAYS; rather, watch what he

DOES!

                     3. Obama has a ruthless quest for power. He did not come to Washington to make something out of himself,

but rather to change everything, including dismantling capitalism. He can't be straightforward on his ambitions, as the

public would not go along.  He has a heavy hand, and wants to level the playing field with income redistribution and

punishment to the achievers of society. He would like to model the USA to Great Britain or Canada. 

                     4. His three main goals are to control ENERGY, PUBLIC EDUCATION, and NATIONAL HEALTHCARE
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by the Federal government. He doesn't care about the auto or financial services industries, but got them as an early bonus.

The cap and trade will add costs to everything and stifle growth. Paying for FREE college education is his goal. Most scary

is his healthcare program, because if you make it FREE and add 46,000,000 people to a Medicare-type single-payer

system, the costs will go through the roof. The only way to control costs is with massive RATIONING of services, like

inCanada. God forbid!

                     5. He has surrounded himself with mostly far-left academic types. No one around him has ever even run a

candy store.

But they are going to try and run the auto, financial, banking and other industries. This obviously can't work in the long

run. Obama is not a socialist; rather he's a far-left secular progressive bent on nothing short of revolution. He ran as a

moderate, but will govern from the hard left. Again, watch what he does, not what he says.

                     6. Obama doesn't really see himself as President of theUnited States, but more as a ruler over the world. He

sees himself above it all, trying to orchestrate & coordinate various countries and their agendas. He sees moral equivalency

in all cultures. His apology tour in Germany and England was a prime example of how he sees America, as an imperialist

nation that has been arrogant, rather than a great noble nation that has at times made errors. This is the first President ever

who has chastised our allies and appeased our enemies!

                     7. He is now handing out goodies. He hopes that the bill (and pain) will not come due until after he is

reelected in 2012. He would like to blame all problems on Bush from the past, and hopefully his successor in the future.

He has a huge ego, and Dr. Krauthammer believes he is a narcissist.

                     8. Republicans are in the wilderness for a while, but will emerge strong. Republicans are pining for another

Reagan, but there will never be another like him. Krauthammer believes Mitt Romney, Tim Pawlenty & Bobby Jindahl

(except for his terrible speech in February) are the future of the party. Newt Gingrich is brilliant, but has baggage. Sarah

Palin is sincere and intelligent, but needs to really be seriously boning up on facts and info if she is to be a serious

candidate in the future. We need to return to the party of lower taxes, smaller government, personal responsibility, strong

national defense, and state's rights.

                     9. The current level of spending is irresponsible and outrageous. We are spending trillions that we don't have.

This could lead to hyperinflation, depression or worse. No country has ever spent themselves into prosperity. The media is

giving Obama, Reid and Pelosi a pass because they love their agenda. But eventually the bill will come due and people

will realize the huge bailouts didn't work, nor will the stimulus package.These were trillion-dollar payoffs to Obama's

allies, unions and the Congress to placate the left, so he can get support for #4 above.

                     10. The election was over in mid-September when Lehman brothers failed, fear and panic swept in, we had an

unpopular President, and the war was grinding on indefinitely without a clear outcome. The people are in pain, and the

mantra of change caused people to act emotionally. Any Dem would have won this election; it was surprising it was as

close as it was.

                     11. In 2012, if the unemployment rate is over 10%, Republicans will be swept back into power. If it's under

8%, the Dems continue to roll. If it's between 8-10%, it will be a dogfight. It will all be about the economy. I hope this gets

you really thinking about what's happening in Washington and Congress. There is a left-wing revolution going  on,

according to Krauthammer, and he encourages us to keep the faith and join the loyal resistance. The work will be hard, but

we're right on most issues and can reclaim our country, before it's far too late.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

                    " Do yourself a long term favor, send this to all who will listen to an intelligent assessment of the big picture.

All our futures and children's futures depend on our good understanding of what is really going on in DC, and our action

pursuant to that understanding!! It really IS up to each of us to take individual action!! Start with educating your friends

and neighbors".
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